
Timeline of Events for Network Connectivity Outage that Occured 
on April 27-28, 2014 

At 10:00pm, April 26, 2014, Fpweb.net performed a routine network maintenance that involved the 

positioning of Cisco Nexus equipment and general cable work. This experienced an expected drop 

of connectivity for several minutes (less than five minutes). This was completed by 5:00am on April 

27, 2014. 

Customer Impact: No environments were affected at this time. Minimal packet loss on network. 

... 

At the conclusion of the maintenance work, our engineers noted sporadic spanning tree issues that 

began around 6:00am. The network team quickly investigated and found a switching loop in the 

Layer 2 networking equipment. This was fixed immediately. 

Customer Impact: No downtime was reported, though minimal impact may have occurred. 

... 

At 8:30am, another switching loop was discovered in the Layer 2 networking equipment which 

flooded the network traffic. Although the traffic was mitigated on the affected switch, the looping 

reemerged in other areas within Layer 2. 

Customer Impact: Many customer environments were affected and began experiencing downtime. 

... 

After 12:00pm, the network team began removing segments of network gear, including an IPS, in an 

attempt to quarantine the looping. Unfortunately, the looping event continued to bounce around the 

network. 

Customer Impact: During this time, customers began to experience sporadic connectivity loss. 

... 

By 2:00pm, every attempt to mitigate the looping event had proven unsuccessful and more network 

segments were removed to further isolate the issue. 



Customer Impact: The majority of our customer environments were offline at this time due to loss of 

network traffic flow. 

... 

At 8:00pm, the network team began log diving (examining network switch logs) to try to pinpoint the 

issue and also began reconfiguring Layer 2 cabling and all network switches to restore server 

communication outside of the datacenter. At 9:00pm, outside consultants were engaged to develop 

a second opinion and assist in re-cabling the datacenter. 

Customer Impact: Severe. From 3:00pm, all customers were experiencing lost connectivity to the 

network. 

... 

By 7:00am, the network switches were quiet, but still no connectivity. 

Customer Impact: Severe. Still no connectivity to customer environments. 

... 

At 8:00am, a third resource was brought in to evaluate and troubleshoot Layer 3 firewall connectivity 

issues being seen. At 10:00am, we rerouted our IPS which resolved a failover loop affecting our 

edge firewalls. After enabling a BPDU (Bridge Protocal Data Units) guard on the edge firewalls, the 

majority of customer sites came online around 11:00am. We continued to closely monitor all 

environments to be safe and worked to rectify any outlying issues.  

The all clear was given at 11:50am, April 28, 2014. 

Customer Impact: This began the reestablishment of connectivity for the entire customer base. 

 

Update:  12:55 PM CST: 

We are currently meeting with all of our engineers to identify a Root Cause Analysis (RCA) and 

will make this information available to all of our customers when it is established. 
 


